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1938 brought bad news to the citizens of Czechoslovakia 
from the very start. Hlinka’s Slovak People’s party started 

its campaign for Slovak autonomy on 1 January. Rudolf Beran, 
chairman of the Agrarian party spoke in favour of inclusion 
of this party in the government, together with a  further 
thought, that Henlein’s Sudeten German party could also join  
the coalition.

While Hitler has been threatening Czechoslovakia in his speeches for several years, Konrad Henlein, according to the 
agreement with Hitler, kept increasing the demands of the German minority in such a way that the Czech government 
would find them unacceptable. The situation worsened after the Anschluss of Austria on 12 March 1938. During the next 
five weeks Adolf Hitler and the representatives of the German military power defined the plan of attack on Czechoslo-
vakia, which was named Fall Grün (Green Plan). In response to the worsening situation the Czechoslovak government 
declared so-called partial mobilisation on 23 May 1938: it increased the strength of the army by bringing in one year of 
reservists as well as reservists from the special weapons units. Army headquarters also ordered guarding of the borders. 

The pressure on Czechoslovakia mounted further, not only from Germany, but also from France and Great Britain. 
It resulted in an agreement to relinquish the Czechoslovak border region to Germany.

The Milan Hodža led government resigned immediately after that, on 22 September 1938. It was replaced by a care-
taker government led by General Jan Syrový. It declared mobilisation of the Czechoslovak army on the next day.

The Munich Agreement of 29 September confirmed Germany’s demands. Hungary and Poland also declared their 
territorial demands. Poland demanded annexation of the Těšín region as well as parts of the Orava and Spiš regions, with 
which the government agreed. The subsequent Vienna arbitration confirmed all territorial demands.

President Edvard Beneš resigned on 5 October and with his wife and entourage flew to London on 22 October. 
Autonomous governments were formed in Slovakia and Ruthenia which were answerable to the government in Prague 
only formally. The official name of the state was changed to Czech-Slovak republic on 19 November. Doctor of Law 
Emil Hácha was elected president on 30 November and named the new government on 1 December, which was led by 
Rudolf Beran.

Adolf Hitler had met his first target thanks to his threatening tactics.

“It is my final decision  
to destroy Czechoslovakia 
by military action in the 
near future.” 

(Adolf Hitler, 30 May 1938)

Map of the annexed republic

President Beneš before his departure from 
the republic on 22 October 1938.

Mobilised soldiers often had to leave their families in the unsafe border region and join their units. Even though 
they believed that they would be able to defend the republic.

Plastic map of the Czechoslovak fortifications of the 
sub-section Červený Potok near Králický Sněžník.
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Mobilisation order of 23 September 1938.

The borders were well fortified but the question whether 
Czechoslovakia could defend herself and at what price  
is still being questioned by many investigative historians.

Hůrka fortress in the Králíky region was one of the really solid pillars of Czechoslovak pre-war fortifications. It consisted of five reinforced concrete segments, all 
highly defendable, and over 1.75 kilometres of underground passages and rooms, all hidden deep inside the rock formation. Once finished it would be manned 
by 424 soldiers. In the end the army had to abandon this almost completed and partially armed fortress without a  fight at the beginning of October 1938.
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The new Czechoslovak borders were purposefully chosen 
by the German side to make any defence of the state 

impossible. Most of the fortifications build in the previous 
years were inside the relinquished territory. The width of the 
Czechoslovak territory in Moravia was a mere sixty kilome-
tres and Prague itself was only forty kilometres away from 
the new border.

At the assembly of the representatives from the eco-
nomy, party and armed forces on 8 March 1939 Adolf Hitler 
called the situation in Prague intolerable, and declared that 
Czecho-Slovakia would be taken over by the military within 
a  few days. The military operation Unternehmen Südost 
(Operation Southeast) declared Day A to be 12 March, when 
the troops were put on full alert and Day Y, i.e. the commencement of the operation on 15 March. 

Josef Tiso arrived in Berlin on 13 March at Hitler’s invitation. After his return to Bratislava he declared the inde-
pendent Slovak state on 14 March. The government of Ruthenia did so too soon after.

Hitler received President Hácha only in the early evening of 14 March to inform him that the German army will 
cross the Czech borders the next day at 0600 hrs. Soon after 1900 hrs on 15 March Hitler was driven into the already 
taken Prague Castle. The next day he issued a decree about the creation of the Protectorate of Bohemia and Moravia.

The annexation of the remaining parts of Czecho-Slovakia shocked the world. Both Edvard Beneš, who was on 
a  lecture tour in the United States and Jan Masaryk learned about it from the press. Beneš received an immediate offer 
of help and cooperation at an ex-patriots’ gathering. That marked the beginning of the fight for the freedom of Czecho-
slovakia.

“I swear that, as long  
as I  live, I will work towards 
repairing the terrible crime 
we committed against your 
country.” 

(Winston Churchill to former Czechoslovak President 
Edvard Beneš, London 27 July 1939)

The defiance and hurt in the faces of the Czechs on 15 March 1939 show what 
they really think and how they feel. 

The radio kept broadcasting the same message from the early morning: “Soon after 0600 hrs on 15 March the German army occupied Bohemia and Moravia.  
We urge you more than ever to remain calm, avoid any confrontations or incidents which could have far reaching consequences. We repeat: Keep calm and await 
further news.”

Hitler meets Dr Hácha in Prague Castle.
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